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WHO WE ARE
Our Law Firm gathers a group of lawyers whose main goal is to provide clients with high quality, everyday legal support.

Team.

Predominant area of our work is commercial law, i.e., advising and
supporting companies in their day-to-day business activities.

5 attorneys.

Our Law Office currently consists of 5 attorneys and 2 trainee lawyers coming from various career backgrounds and with various expertise's. The thing that unites us is strong devotion to the team
and to our clients and their needs.

Various expertise.

Members of our team possess in depth knowledge in different areas of law, which enables us to provide expert legal advice in areas
that we cover and for which we have specialized.

7 legal professionals,

Client focused and

Nevertheless, we strive to constantly improve our knowledge for us
to be able to maintain the level of service to which our clients are
used to and which they deserve.

goal oriented.
Marko Stanković

Željko Mijatović

attorney | partner

attorney | partner

More about our team you can find at>
https://stankoviclaw.com/en/our-team/
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WHAT WE DO
Our focus is on provision of all around legal support to companies
related to their day-to-day business activities.
Through our work, we have gained significant experience in the
areas of corporate-commercial and labor law issues.
Our attorneys were professionally engaged in some of the most
significant privatization projects and M&As, helping companies in
establishment procedure and business set-up procedure, providing legal background for international companies to enter Serbian
market, to start production, gain available state subsidies or secure
compliance in respected legal areas, employment, GDPR, money
laundering prevention and similar.
In order to provide comprehensive services to our clients, we built
up good relations with other supporting activities, such as accountants, auditors, tax advisors. Also, we built up reliable relations with
government bodies and state authorities, to ensure the most efficient service providing.

More on what we do and how we do it, you can find at>
https://stankoviclaw.com/en/services/
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Corporate | Commercial
We provide legal support for businesses.

From the very beginning of their operations,
and every step of their way >

Starting a business in Serbia, go to>
https://stankoviclaw.com/en/business-support/

Main focus of our Law office is on providing legal services to companies in different industries. Whether you are beginner with still just
an idea of doing business in Serbia, or already developed company,
our legal experts can provide significant experience and in-dept
knowledge for legal challenges you are facing.
By supporting our clients in different phases of their business development we have gathered significant experience and knowledge
about Serbian legal environment and Serbian market. As legal partner in their everyday business activities, in negotiations, investments plans, employment procedures, overall strategy and development, we get to understand their needs and way of thinking better. This enables us to assist our clients holistically, having in mind
regulation and desired outcome, market conditions and other party
requests, government policy and bureaucratic procedures.
We strongly believe that only with full picture on mind, combining
knowledge of experts in different areas, it is possible to achieve
business goals on most efficient way, especially under complex legal regulation with constant changes and constant growth of a
new obligations for companies.

and you might find our publications usefull ;)

For more useful resources on this area, go to>
https://stankoviclaw.com/en/corporate-commercial/
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Employment
Legal solutions acknowledging
your organization and your needs >

We believe that, when it comes to employment issues, every organization has its specifics that need to be acknowledged and that
there is no unique solution.

Thus, we first try to understand the manner and principles on
which your organization works before proposing any solution. This
way we enable that your internal employment regulation depicts
true relations existing or desired within your organization so that
everyone is clear with its rights and obligations and that there is no
room for misunderstanding.
In Employment Law we provide services from drafting internal acts
(Employment Agreements, Rule books, Decisions, etc.) and advise
and assist employers in conducting various internal procedures regarding employment issues, as well as in external procedures in
front of the competent authorities.
We have represented our clients in negotiation procedures with
employees and their representatives in various (non)disputable situations. This way, we acquaint ourselves with the needs of both parties involved and steer our advice towards achieving mutually acceptable solution.
For more useful resources on this area, go to>
https://stankoviclaw.com/en/employment/
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Our experience also covers conducting redundancy and other challenging procedures leading to termination of work relationship.
However, if there comes to a dispute, our team is fully capable in
assessing its risks and proposing the optimal solution on how to approach and handle it towards the best possible outcome.

Litigation | Debt Collection
Litigation

Debt Collection

We advise and represent clients in all stages and in all types of procedures in front of the competent courts in the Republic of Serbia.
Our experience spans over civil and commercial litigation procedures, but also misdemeanor, administrative and criminal law procedures.

We understand that every company in its daily operations inevitably faces problems with collection of its receivables. Even if those
cases are insignificant when compared to the total volume of operations, sometimes hesitation in collection process can be seen as a
sign of weakness or even interpreted that failure to fulfill obligations is something that can be tolerated.

Our engagement starts with assessing prospects of potential or ongoing dispute and presenting it to our client in order to come to the
best possible strategy on how to resolve it.
For every dispute we believe that the best solution is an amicable
one, achieved within the shortest possible time and with as little as
possible expenses.
On the other hand, as not every dispute can be settled by an understanding of the parties involved, we advise our clients from the very
first indication of a potential dispute in order to secure our client’s
position and prepare for a successful presenting of evidence in our
favor. For us, preparation and making the initial strategy for every
case is of the outmost importance.
By this approach we secure position of our client, but also ensure
that the procedure does not last more than really needed.

On the other hand, as good relations with business partners are of
the utmost importance, we understand that matter of debt collection must be handled carefully in order to maintain fair and good
reputation on the market.

Thus, we have created and implemented special procedures leading to debt collection, always showing respect for the opposite side,
but with the imperative of collecting the debt in the shortest possible time.
Our approach includes accessing the debtor and potential risks in
collection procedure, various and precisely timed steps of soft litigation and ultimately and as a last resort collection of debt through
enforcement procedure via public enforcement agent.
Through the whole procedure, and regardless of the number of cases in NPL portfolio of the client, we ensure that the client is informed about the status of the collection procedure in each case,
potential costs and expected time for the collection of debt, so that
proper decisions can be made.
For more useful resources on this area, go to>
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https://stankoviclaw.com/en/litigation/

WHOM WE REPRESENT
Our Clients are one of the most successful companies in their respective areas, which include trade, real-estate, pharmaceuticals,
retail and hospitality industry. We are especially proud on a fact that
every cooperation we have started since very beginning is still ongoing, and it has developed into a stable and trustworthy relationship.
Some of our clients we are supporting from their day one in the Serbian market, through all challenges, to the point when they become a leading company in their industry.
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More on industries in which our clients work>
https://stankoviclaw.com/en/industries/

CONTACT
Stanković Law Office
No 19, Kneza Miloša St.
Belgrade, Serbia
Web: www.stankoviclaw.com | www.stankoviclaw.rs
Email: info@stankoviclaw.rs
Phone number: +381 11 451 84 03

We’re passionate about sharing knowledge.
For some useful materials that we have published, go to>
https://stankoviclaw.com/en/knowledge/

